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introduction

Serena Rosevear

"'So what will you be when you ' ve finished?N
The standard answer developed over the past four
years of study didn't stand up anymore.
"'I expect I ' ll be contentedn.

Yes, I am more contented , but of course there
has to be more. It was time to get real about
bui lding a career.
So, when the seeds of an idea became planted in
my mind, and the call for exhibition proposals
went out from a couple of galleries, I partnered
up with my fellow student Patrick and we plunged
with blind ambition into this project which
became known as Enucleo. Between us we had
certain skills, but there was still much to be
learnt: those things about having a career as an
artist that you don't learn at art school. It
was time to start generating our own
opportunities for learning. We would be on our
own and that meant that the voice we put out
there would be entirely ours, and it would be
more publicly distributed than we were
accustomed. Daunting!
Informed by my interdisciplinary, contemporary
arts education received within the relative
isolation of Tasmania, I had experienced some
discomfort when immersed into a national
ceramics conference . Already unsure of how I
would find my place in this community, I found
that some of what I though was conventional was
actually out of the ordinary. Faced with a need
for exploration of my understanding of this I
did what I've done throughout my education: I
made art, or in this case I joined with Patrick
to bring together a collection of other people's
art.
The art we were looking for needed to fulfill
two criteria: the mode of presentation was to be
fu l ly resolved by the artist, with plinths used
only if employed purposefully to convey meaning;
and the work was to demonstrate a contemporary
approach to working with clay product s.
The conference had provided me with the
opportunity to listen to Penny Byrne and Arun
Sharma speak about their work, in part sparking
the exhibition concept. Penny and Arun became
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the first two artists we approached and we were
honoured when they both agreed to be in our
show, and then both 146 Artspace and Sawtooth
ARI accepted our exhibition proposals also.
Since then we have also received an Artsbridge
Connect grant to bring Penny to Launceston to
conduct two artist talks, and a TRA Quick
Response grant to financially support us as
curators of this project. We continued to
approach an ambitious list of artists, every one
of which accepted our invitation with enthusiasm
and a level of faith that was heartening and
empowering.
The list of professional development
opportunities generated for Patrick and I by
this project has become extensive, as are the
outcomes. We set ourselves a goal outcome of
the production of a high quality catalogue for
inclusion in ours and ours artist's portfolios.
This catalogue is an abridged version of that
document. To view the limited edition version
please contact either Patrick or myself.
It will be a few months before we can say that
this project is finished, but from where I stand
right now I'm confident that I will be able to
say I am contented with the outcomes from our
efforts.

enucleo

Patrick Sutczak

I could write about the history of clay, but
that wouldn't make sense for this exhibition.
Even the most fleeting of amateur historians
wouldn't have to go far in the right museum, or
flick through the pages of the right book, to
find some reference to clay in the form of
object or artefact from the past.
Speaking for myself, I am actually one of those
amateur historians. My tiny office at the back
of my weatherboard house is crammed with
hundreds of books. Among the clutter are many
reference books I have coll ected over the years
on archaeology, ancient Egypt and other great
civilisations. I look at them occasionally with
a sense of nostalgia coupled with a greater
sense of sadness that my fantasies never came
true. I never did adjust my wide-brimmed hat
under the blazing heat of the Egyptian sun as I
oversaw a dig, nor did I carefully brush a
thousand years of soil away from the surface of
a pot found in a burial pit. As with all best
laid plans, my relationship with adventure and
discovery was not to be. Not ·at least with
historical clay, and not on the other side of
the world.
Enucleo represents contemporary clay. In fact i t
represents many things and is perhaps more
challenging that taking a terracotta pot from
the earth and preserving it for public
fascination. Enucleo is a survey of contemporary
arts practice from living artists who flirt with
unconventional approaches to their work. Far
from the elevation of an object on a plinth,
Enucleo is about artists who don't necessarily
always adhere to the notion that working with
clay is a process steeped in tradition, or that
the material outcomes will be t he same. Today,
under the umbrella of contemporary art, clay
(among other mediums) can be aesthetic,
political, sexual, grotesque, and even
ephemeral. Clay can also be used as a deeper
ontological investigation into relationships
between one surface and another, as well as a
comment on fragility, longevity, environment,
and death .
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with clay are drawn to its malleabili~y and
unpredictability, whi~e at ~h7 sa~e time
exploring its properties, limitat7on~ ~nd
various incarnations in order to individually
express themselves. In Arun Sharma's wo~k (de)
composition: lovers, the car7ful atte~tion.to
detail in the sculpting of his embracing figures
is destined to decay. The anticipation of
dissolve and fracture is met with emotion as the
viewer is invited to think about life, lov7 and
loss. The forces of nature upon the clay dictate
the inevitability of formlessness and structure
- two lovers in an intimate pose destroyed by
time together.
While the relatable attraction toward human
form nakedness and love is universal, the
unf a~iliar has potential for a different kind of
reaction. Growth of the Exotic combines a range
of elements that could be internal in nature.
With elements and shapes that bulge, fold,
protrude and connect, Juz Kitson's w~rk allows
for type of voyeurist~c unease s~arking both an
attraction and repulsion. There is a sense of
sexuality at a fundamental level - of sex
organs, of complex workings, of sof~ness.an~
flesh, and of the biological mechanics within us
all.
These investigations toward the bo~y,
relationships between nature, the internal and
the external can al so be found in the work of
Marta Armada who combines the physicality of
place with body adornment. Intimate and
personal, the closeness of ~bject against skin
coupled with her aesthetic is a form of
documenting her connection to the landscape and
her location in the world.
With washing Day Kris Coad asks u~ to thi~k
about environmental and personal impact directly
associated wit h site. Her work is in response to
the ingenuity and necessity of how everyday
people lived with the pollution of the former
south Melbourne Gas Plant (that now houses her
studio). As a way of combating the emission of
black dust into the air from the Gasworks, local
residents would hang their washing in pil low
slips to protect the clothing within. The

banality of daily tasks is brought to the fore
and we are invited to make emotional connections
through memory and place. The artist has used
clay to recreate the outer surfaces of fabric
while hiding internal garments only discovered
through transparency and light play.
Apart from the conceptual framing of the works
exhibiting in Enucleo, one interesting and
underlying theme is that not only do the works
themselves challenge traditional approaches to
clay, but so does the way we engage with them.
As objects go, presentation is a factor that
requires consideration . The vessels that I once
long ago dreamt of pulling from the sand in a
bygone fantasy are typically placed atop a
plinth, or a shelf somewhere. Displayed this
way, the clay object has developed a longstanding association with the plinth, and in
what could be described as an enucleation of
that from contemporary work is refreshing.
Addison Marshall is an example of an artist
contemplating how presentation affects his work.
Struttin' and In Ny Eyes You Do Not Exist open
themselves up to look at the relationships
between materials and unexpected outcomes of
physics and the dissection of spaces. Meaning is
as malleable as the clay components and a
dialogue is discovered only when elements acting
under weight and gravity connect. Placement is a
fundamental aspect to his work and raises
questions about the space around objects as much
as the spaces his works inhabit.
Questions also appear in the work of Walter Auer
with Space Boy. Ideas of comfort and familiarity
are challenged as we recognise the shape of a
plush toy bear to discover its once soft lovable
skin inverted, its innards gutted and its
carbonized surface foreign. Everything about the
bear as a cultural item of childhood
significance is altered and a new relationship
is created. Suspended, Space Boy hangs in midair in a pose that is difficult to separate from
being interpreted as playful or sinister carefree and trusting, or nightmarish and
sacrificial.
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Like Space Boy, Penny Byrne confuses and
provokes us with her figures and plays us
against our own understanding of how
recognisable forms should behave. iProtest
Taksim Square Souvenirs is part of ongoing work
that is influenced by global protests and online
connectivity enabling for mass assemblage. The
artist has repurposed sourced souvenir porce l ain
figurines to highlight the recent occupation of
Taksim Square in Istanbul. With the Turkish flag
emblazoned across faces and c l othing, the
figures suggest they are united in their
solidarity reminiscent of the actual protest
participants. The prominent symbol of social
media stands out like a banner of connectivity
in the new world.
In Still Life with Nine Objects, 1954 Sanne
Mestrom explores copying and creating alternate
versions of painted objects in clay, allowing
them to be transformed in three-dimensional
space. Drawing from the still life modernist
paintings of Morandi, Mestrom has extracted the
interplay between light and object that Morandi
offered the viewer, and has allowed her objects
to develop their own context. Rather than an
appropriation, the transference between the
pictorial and the sculptural presents an
opportunity for the objects to take on an
originality previously constrained, and prompt a
discourse with the different environments that
they interact with.
Alexandra Standen immerses herself in the
qualities of clay and connects with its
fragility and potential to explore energy,
emotion, space and volume. Within and Without
features the work of careful ly constructed and
arranged ladders. Each piece is unique and
embedded with an ongoing inspiration taken from
Italian writer Italo Calvino ' s Distance Of The
Moon. The structural forms of the ladders bare
deliberate evidence of the artist's hand as she
embraces the materiality of the medium while
identifying the life, breath, and motion of her
creations . Her work is considered,
contemplative, and personal. The bridging of the
ancient history of c l ay extends to objects of
containment and inner space from Standen's own

environment, experience and memory.
Ongoing investigations into the tensions between
maker and medium can be discovered in the works
of Serena Rosevear. The late Gywn Hanssen Pigott
remains a source of inspiration for Serena as
she developed her own practice throughout her
undergraduate degree and now, beyond. Often
returning to Pigott's work as a source of
direction while navigating her own future as a
transdisciplinary artist, Serena has created
work that responds to direct conflicts between
object and viewer, function and form, display
and desire. Things that might otherwise sit in
your kitchen cupboard is the outcome of academic
investigation coupled with the intellectual and
internal struggle of finding one's own place as
a maker. In the work, a dual grouping of
unassuming vessels are placed upon a plinth that
exists in two places simultaneously. Divided by
glass, the work is also divided by context,
blurred by presentational conflict.
These themes are carried over in what will be a
live process-as-performance sitting in the
Sawtooth ARI gallery space. There, Serena will
continue her investigations by inviting dialogue
between audience, artist, object and process.
And it is because of Serena's past and future
investigations, that Enucleo exists at all.
Enucleo is the culmination of an overarching
idea that brings together artists who neatly fit
within it. Each exhibiting artist works in a
variety of ways with a variety of concepts. Each
is inspiring in their approaches to art, and to
the discourse of clay as a medium in the
contemporary global art society. Without them,
Enucleo wouldn't have been possible.

By taking this journey with Serena, I have been
able to bring my knowledge, identify the gaps,
avoid the pitfalls and celebrate the successes.
I have been able to help source amazing work and
be inspired by career practitioners who are far
from done. And one more thing I should mention
is that while it wasn't the one I imagined long
ago, this has been quite an adventure after all.

Marta Armada

Untitled

porcelain, silver, steel, dimensions variable, 2013
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lver, steel, dimensions variable, 2013

Walter Auer
Space Boy

clay, terra sigillata, nails, steel wire
30 x 33 x 13.S cm
2013
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Penny Byrne

iProtest - Taksim Square Souvenirs

vintage porcelain, enamel paint, epoxy resin,
hooks, dimensions variable
2013

-

':"e Souvenirs

lel
tblepaint ' epoxy resin,

Kris Coad

Washing Day

bone china, poreclain
dimensions variable
2013

Kris Coad

Washing Day

bone china, poreclain
dimensions variable
2013

Juz Kitsc

Growth of the 1

s l ab cast j i ngc
imperial white
chinese silk, t
horse hair, pol
dimensions var:
2012
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Juz Kitson

Growth of the Exot1c

slab cast jingdezhen porce lain, southern ice and
imperial white porcelain, terracotta c l ay,raku clay,
chinese silk, tibetan gazelle horns and buffalo horns,
horse hair, polyurethane, tulle, alpaca wool,
dimensions variable
2012

Addison Marshall
Strutt.i.n'

mixed media, 180 x 150 cm
2013

Struttin'
media, 180 x 150 cm
2013

Sanna Mestre

Still Life with NJ
Objects, 1954

ceramic, steel
dimensions variou~
2013

----

Sanne Mestrom

Still Life with Nine
Objects, 1954

ceramic, steel
dimensions various
2013

Serena Rosevear

Things that miqht otherwise sit in
your kitchen cupboard
ceramic, perspex, mdf
140 x 60 x 100 cm
2011

Arun Sharma
(de) composition: love.
dvd formatted videos
2013

Arun Sharma
(de)composition:lovers

dvd formatted videos
2013

southern ice

Alexandra Standen
Within and Without

southern ice porcelain, dimensions variable
2013

